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 .  < < 4Let f z be an analytic function with positive real part on D s z; z - 1 with
 .  .f 0 s 1, f9 0 ) 0 which maps the unit disk D onto a region starlike with respect
 .to 1 and symmetric with respect to the real axis. Let ST f denote the class of
 .  .  .  .  .  .analytic functions f z with f 0 s 0 s f 9 0 y 1 for which zf 9 z rf z $ f z , z
g D. The radius of convexity of order b of uniformly convex functions and the
 .radius of starlikeness of order b of the class ST f are computed. The radii of
strong starlikeness of certain classes of analytic functions are computed. Q 1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let S denote the class of all univalent analytic functions f z defined
 < < 4on the open unit disk D s z; z - 1 and normalized by the conditions
 .  .  .f 0 s 0, f 9 0 s 1. Let f z be an analytic function with positive real part
 .  .on D with f 0 s 1, f9 0 ) 0 which maps the unit disk D onto a region
starlike with respect to 1 and symmetric with respect to the real axis. Let
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 .ST f denote the class of functions in S for which
zf 9 z .
$ f z , z g D .
f z .
 . w x$ denotes subordination . This class was studied by Ma and Minda 2, 3 .
 .  .   . .  .  .  . Since 1 q z r 1 y z , 1 q 1 y 2a z r 1 y z , 1 q Az r 1 q Bz y1
2 2’ ’.  .w  .  ..x  . F B - A F 1 , 1 q 2rp log 1 q z r 1 y z , and 1 q z r 1 y
..az are all convex functions in D whose range is symmetric with respect to
 .the real axis, the class ST f for these choices of functions reduces to the
w xwell-known classes of starlike, starlike of order a , ST A, B , S associ-par
ated with the class UCV of uniformly convex functions introduced by
w xGoodman 1 and strongly starlike functions of order a , respectively.
 . p ` kLet A denote the class of functions f z s z q  a z whichp kspq1 k
< <are analytic and p-valent in the unit disk D. For 0 F a F p and l F pr2
l .  .we denote by SP a the class of functions f z g A which satisfyp p
zf 9 z p q 2 p y a cos l exp yil y p z .  .  . .
$ , z g D .
f z 1 y z .
l .The class SP a is a subclass of p-valent l-spirallike functions of orderp
l .a . For p s 1 and l s 0 the class SP a reduces to the class of starlikep
functions of order a .
 .Also let SP a , A, B denote the class of functions in S satisfying
zf 9 z 1 q Az .
iae $ cos a q i sin a , z g D , 0 F a - 1,
f z 1 q Bz .
w x l .  .y1 F B - A F 1 12 . Note that S a s SP l, 1 y 2a , y1 and1
 . w xSP 0, A, B s ST A, B . In this paper we compute the radius of convexity
of order b of uniformly convex functions and the radius of starlikeness of
functions defined through subordination. These results are not only exten-
sions of known results but also lead to many new results about known
classes. Also we compute the radius of strong starlikeness of certain
classes of analytic functions.
2. RADIUS OF CONVEXITY
In this section we compute the radius of convexity of order b - 1 of the
class UCV of uniformly convex functions and the radius of starlikeness of
 .  .order b of the class ST f . The analytic function f z g S is uniformly
convex if for every circular arc g contained in D with center z g D, the
 . w x  .image arc f g is convex. In 2, 9 , it was shown that the function f z is
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uniformly convex if and only if
zf 0 z zf 0 z .  .
Re 1 q ) 5f 9 z f 9 z .  .
< <for all z g D. Since w G yRe w, it follows that f g UCV satisfies
zf 0 z 1 .
Re 1 q ) 5f 9 z 2 .
and hence f is a convex function of order 1r2.
 .  .The class S of functions zf 9 z with f z in UCV was introduced inpar
w x  .9 and clearly f z is in S if and only if for every z g D,par
zf 9 z zf 9 z .  .
Re ) y 1 . 5f z f z .  .
w x w xA survey of these functions can be found in 10 . See also 11 for related
radius problems.
< <  .THEOREM 2.1. Let f g UCV. Then f is con¨ex of order b in z - R b
where
¡1 0 F b F 1r2 .
~ p 1 y bR b s . 2tan 1r2 F b - 1 . .(¢  /2 2
This result is sharp.
Proof. Since f g UCV we have
zf 0 z .
1 q $ P z , .
f 9 z .
where
2
` ny1’2 1 q z 8 1 1
nP z s 1 q log s 1 q z . .  2 2  / /’ n 2k q 1p p1 y z ns1 ks0
 . w xSince P z has real coefficients the interval y1, 1 is mapped onto the
w xinterval 1r2, ` .
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 .  iu .  .Let T u s Re P re yp F u F 0 . Then
­
iu iu iuT 9 u s Re P re s yIm re P9 re . .  .  .
­u
 .  iu .  .Since P z is convex univalent, P9 re / 0. Also zP9 z is real if and
 .only if z is real. Hence T 9 u s 0 if and only if u s yp , 0. Clearly
 . < <u s yp gives the minimum of T u . On z s r - 1 we have
8 2’Re P z G Re P yr s P yr s 1 y arctan r . .  .  .  .2p
Therefore
zf 0 z 8 . 2’Re 1 q G 1 y arctan r G b .2 5f 9 z p .
< <  .for z F R b .
The function defined by
2’zf 0 z 2 1 q z .
s log2  /’f 9 z p . 1 y z
shows that the result is sharp.
 . < <  .COROLLARY 2.1. Let f g S . Then f g ST b in z - R b wherep ar
 .R b is as gi¨ en in Theorem 2.1. The result is sharp.
 .Note that R 1r2 s 1. This means that the uniformly convex functions
are convex of order 1r2. Similarly if f g S then f is starlike of orderpar
1r2. More generally we have the following
 .THEOREM 2.2. Let f z be an analytic function with positi¨ e real part on
 .  .D with f 0 s 1, f9 0 ) 0 which maps the unit disk D onto a region starlike
with respect to 1 and symmetric with respect to the real axis. Let
min Re f z s f yr . 1 .  .  .
< <z sr
 .  .Then the radius R b of starlikeness of order b of functions in ST f is
gi¨ en by
1 f y1 G b . .
R b s . y1 yf b f y1 F b . .  . .
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 .  .The condition 1 leads to an explicit expression for R b . If the
 .  .condition is dropped, R b is computed such that the condition Re f z
 .G b is satisfied. Note that the function P z satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 2.2. Therefore Theorem 2.1 follows from Theorem 2.2. Also we
have the following corollaries.
 .  .COROLLARY 2.2. Let f g ST a , 0 F a - 1. For 0 F b - 1, f g ST b
< <  .in z F R b where
¡1 a G b .
~ 1 y bR b s .
0 F a F b . .¢1 q b y 2a
Proof. Since the function f is starlike of order a we have
zf 9 z 1 q 1 y 2a z .  .
$ f z s . .
f z 1 y z .
Clearly we have
z y 1
y1f z s .
z q 1 y 2a
 .  .and f y1 G b is equivalent to a G b. The function f z satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 2.2 and therefore the results follow from Theorem
2.2.
w x w xCOROLLARY 2.3 7 . Let f g ST A, B , y1 F B - A F 1. Then the
< <  .function f is starlike of order b in z F R b where
1 y A¡
1 0 F b - /1 y B~R b s . 1 y b 1 y A
F b - 1 .¢  /A y bB 1 y B
 .Suppose f g ST f . Then we have
zf 9 z .
$ f z , z g D . .
f z .
 .  .If f $ c , then f g ST c . Otherwise, to determine the ST c radius of
 .  .  .ST f we have to find the largest r F 1 such that f rz $ c z , z g D.
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This is equivalent to
< y1 <c f rz F 1, z g D . 2 .  . .
w x w xUsing this idea we compute the ST A, B radius of ST C, D in the
following theorem.
THEOREM 2.3. Let y1 F B - A F 1 and y1 F D - C F 1. If f g
w x w xST C, D then the ST A, B radius R is gi¨ en by
A y B
R s min ; 1 . 5< <C y D q AD y BC
 .  .  .  .  .  .Proof. Let P z s 1 q Az r 1 q Bz and Q z s 1 q Cz r 1 q Dz .
w xSince f g ST C, D we have
zf 9 z 1 q Cz .
$ s Q z . .
f z 1 q Dz .
w xTo determine the ST A, B radius we have to determine R such that
 .  . y10 - R F 1 and Q Rz $ P z for z g D. Let H s P oQ. Then we see
that
C y D z .
H z s , .
A y B q AD y BC z .
and
C y D R .
< <H z F - 1 .
< <A y B y AD y BC R
< <  .  < <.for z s R F A y B r C y D q AD y BC .
 .  .CyD .r DThe result is sharp for the function f given by f z s zr 1 q Dz
 .  .if D / 0 and f z s z exp Cz if D s 0.
w x w x w xCOROLLARY 2.4 13 . The class ST C, D is a subclass of ST A, B if
and only if
< <AD y BC F A y B y C y D . .  .
 .  .The above corollary is an extension of the fact that ST a ; ST b if
and only if a G b. Also Theorem 2.3 leads to Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3.
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3. RADIUS OF STRONG STARLIKENESS
 .As noted in the Introduction a function f z g S is strongly starlike of
 .  . worder g , 0 - g F 1 if zf 9 z rf z is subordinate to the function 1 q
.  .xgz r 1 y z . This is equivalent to the condition
zf 9 z p .
arg F g . 5f z 2 .
 .  . < <In other words the values of zf 9 z rf z are in the sector y F
 .tan gpr2 x, x G 0. In this section we compute the radius of strong star-
likeness of certain classes of functions.
We need the following lemma to prove our results.
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 3.1. If R F Re a sin pgr2 y Im a cos pgr2 , Im a G 0, thea
< < < <disk w y a F R is contained in the sector arg w F pgr2, 0 - g F 1.a
Proof. By a simple computation it is easy to see that the minimum
< <distance from the point a to the points on arg w s pgr2 is
 .  .  .  .Re a sin pgr2 y Im a cos pgr2 , when Im a G 0.
 .In particular when Im a s 0 the condition becomes R F a sin pgr2 .a
 .THEOREM 3.1. Let f g SP a , A, B , y1 F B - A F 1, 0 F a - 1, 0 -
g F 1, and B sin 2a F 0. Then the function f is strongly starlike of order g in
< <  .  .z - R g where R g is the minimum of 1 and
2 sin d
,
2 2 2 2’A y B cos a q A y B cos a q 4B sin d y 4B A y B sin d cos a sin a y d .  .  .  .
where d s pgr2.
 . w x < <Proof. Since f is in the class SP a , A, B we have 12 for z s r - 1
zf 9 z .
y C F R ,
f z .
where
ia 21 y B A y B e cos a q B r .
C s 2 21 y B r
and
A y B r cos a .
R s .2 21 y B r
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 .Since B sin 2a F 0, we note that Im C s yB A y B sin a cos a G 0. Us-
ing Lemma 3.1 we see that the function f is strongly starlike of order g in
< <  .  .z - R g provided the following inequality is satisfied for 0 F r F R g :
2 2A y B r cos a 1 y B A y B cos a q B r p .  .
F sin g2 2 2 2 21 y B r 1 y B r
B A y B sin a cos a r 2 p .
q cos g .2 2 21 y B r
The above inequality is equivalent to
A y B r cos a .
p p
2 2 2F 1 y B r sin g q B A y B cos a sin a y g r . .  .  /2 2
This leads to the desired result.
The function f defined by
zf 9 z 1 q Az .
iae s cos a q i sin a
f z 1 q Bz .
shows that the result is sharp.
 .COROLLARY 3.1. Let f g SP a , A, B , y1 F B - A F 1, 0 F a - 1,
< <and B sin 2a F 0. Then the function f is starlike in z - R where
y1
2 2 2 2’R s min 1; 2 A y B cos a q A q B cos a q 4B sin a . .  . / 5
w xCOROLLARY 3.2. The radius of strong starlikeness of functions in ST A, B
is gi¨ en by
2 sin pgr2 .
R s min 1; .
2 52’A y B q A y B q 4 AB sin pgr2 .  .  .
By taking A s 1, B s y1, and g s 1 in Theorem 3.1 we get the
following
w xCOROLLARY 3.3 8 . The radius of starlikeness of functions in the class of
 < <.y1spirallike functions of order a is cos a q sin a .
w xFor y1 F B - A F 1, let P A, B denote the class of all analyticn
functions in D of the form
p z s 1 q c z n q ??? . n
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satisfying
1 q Az
p z $ , z g D . .
1 q Bz
kw xLet P A, B denote the class of all functionsn
k 1 k 1
p z s q p z y y p z , .  .  .1 2 /  /4 2 4 2
 .  . w xwhere p z and p z are functions in P A, B , k G 2. Denote by1 2 n
kw x  .R A, B , the class of all analytic functions f z s z q ??? withn
 .  . kw x 2w x w x 2wzf 9 z rf z g P A, B . We note that R A, B s ST A, B and R 1 yn 1 1
x  .2a , y1 s ST a , the class of starlike functions of order a . Also
2w x w x w xP A, B s P A, B . These classes were studied by Noor 4, 5 .n n
kw xTHEOREM 3.2. Let f g R A, B . Then the function f is strongly starliken
< <of order g in z - R wherek
1rn¡ ¦4 sin pr2 g .~ ¥R s min ; 1 .k 22 2¢ §’k A y B q 16 AB sin pr2 g q k A y B .  .  .
kw x  .  .  . kw xProof. Since f g R A, B we have p z s zf 9 z rf z in P A, B .n n
 .  .  .  .  .Then we have p z s kr4 q 1r2 p z y kr4 y 1r2 p z where p1 2 1
w x w x w xand p are functions in P A, B . For functions p g P A, B , we have 72 n n
2 n n1 y ABr A y B r .
p z y F , . 2 2 n 2 2 n1 y B r 1 y B r
< < < <for z s r - 1. Therefore, for z s r,
2 n 2 n1 y ABr k 1 1 y ABr
p z y F q p z y .  .12 2 n 2 2 n /4 21 y B r 1 y B r
2 nk 1 1 y ABr
q y p z y .2 2 2 n /4 2 1 y B r
k A y B r n .
F .2 2 n2 1 y B r
Hence we have
2 n nzf 9 z 1 y ABr k A y B r .  .
y F ,2 2 n 2 2 nf z 21 y B r 1 y B r .
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< <for z s r - 1. By Lemma 3.1 we see that the above circular region is
contained in the sector provided
k A y B r n 1 y ABr 2 n p .
F sin g2 2 n 2 2 n2 21 y B r 1 y B r
which leads to the inequality
p k p
2 n nABr sin g q A y B r y sin g F 0. .
2 2 2
The last inequality gives the expression for the radius.
The radius of strong starlikeness of order g of functions in the class
w xST A, B is obtained by taking k s 2 in the above theorem.
Before proving our next result we prove the following
< < < <LEMMA 3.2. For z F r - 1, z s R ) r we ha¨ek
2z r Rr
q F .2 2 2 2z y z R y r R y rk
 .  . < <Proof. Let w s zr z y z . Then z s wz r w y 1 . Therefore z F rk k
< < < <is equivalent to R w F w y 1 r. This is leads to
2 22r Rr
w q F2 2 2 2 /R y r R y r
which proves the result. In particular we have
r z r
y F Re F
R y r z y z R q rk
< < < <for z s r and z s R ) r.k
l .  .THEOREM 3.3. Let f g SP a and let F z be gi¨ en byp
brnF z s f z Q z , .  .  .
 .where b is real and Q z is a polynomial of degree n ) 0 with no zeros in
< <  . < <  .z - R, R G 1. Then F z is p-¨ alent strongly starlike of order g in z - R g
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 .where R g is the smallest positi¨ e root of the equation
pg pg
4r p q b sin q 2 p y a cos l sin l y .  . /  /2 2
3 < <q r b R q 2 p y a cos l .
pg p
2 2 2y r p 1 qR q b sin q2 p ya R cos l sin l y g .  . .  /  /2 2
pg
2 2< <y r b R q 2 p y a R cos l q pR sin s 0. .  /2
 .  .w  .x br nProof. Since F z s f z Q z we have
zF9 z zf 9 z b zQ9 z .  .  .
s q .
F z f z n Q z .  .  .
 . n  .  .Suppose Q z s a  z y z where the z 's are the roots of Q z0 ks1 k k
< <such that z G R for 1 F k F n. Then we havek
nzQ9 z z .
s Q z z y z . kks1
and therefore
nzF9 z zf 9 z b z .  .
s q . 3 .F z f z n z y z .  . kks1
l . w xSince f g SP a we have 6p
il 2zf 9 z 2 p y a e r cos l 2 p y a r cos l .  .  .
y p q F . 4 .2 2 5f z 1 y r 1 y r .
 .  .Using 3 and 4 and Lemma 3.2 we get
il 2 2zF9 z 2 p y a e r cos l b r .  .
y p q y2 2 2 5F z 1 y r R y r .
< <2 p y a r cos l b Rr .
F q .2 2 21 y r R y r
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Using Lemma 3.1 we see that the above disk is contained in the sector
< <arg w F pgr2 provided the inequality
< <2 p y a r cos l b Rr .
q2 2 21 y r R y r
2 p y a r 2 cos2 l b r 2 p .
F p q y sin g2 2 2  / 5 21 y r R y r
2 p y a r 2 sin l cos l p .
y cos g2 5 21 y r
 .is satisfied. The above inequality simplifies to x r G 0 where
p p
4 2x r s r p y 2 p y a cos l q b sin g q p y a sin 2l cos g .  .  . .
2 2
3 < <q r b R q 2 p y a cos l .
p
2 2 2 2q r ypR y p q 2 p y a R cos l y b sin g . .
2
p
2y p y a R sin 2l cos g .
2
p
2 2< <y r b R q 2 p y a R cos l q pR sin g . . .
2
 .  .  .  .Since x 0 ) 0 and x 1 - 0, there exists a real root of x r s 0 in 0, 1 .
 .  .  .Let R g be the smallest positive root of x r s 0 in 0, 1 . Then f is
< <  .strongly starlike of order g in z - R g .
When R s 1 and g s 1 the above theorem reduces to a result of Patel
w x6 .
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